
ATTRACTIONS
1. Formula rossa
It’s your turn to strap yourself into the F1™ cockpit, and hold onto your soul. You’ll accelerate up 
to 240km/h and 52m into the sky in less than five seconds, before flying through the chicanes and 
across the finish line with an adrenaline kick worthy of a Grand Prix. Inspired by the most famous 
racetracks in the world, Formula Rossa is the world’s fastest roller coaster, in all its F1™ glory.  

2. G-Force
At the heart of Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, you’ll find the tower of speed. It’s the centerpiece of both 
design and thrill. Bring the whole family, or those brave enough to feel the acceleration of an F1™ 
race car and the rocket-force Gs that go with it. Strap yourself into a custom Ferrari style seat as 
you’re launched 62m into the sky. Take a moment to catch your breath and enjoy the eagle-eye-
view from the highest point on Yas Island, before plummeting back to earth. With all the varying 
ride scenarios, you’ll never know what to expect next.

3. V12
Journey into the heart of a 12-cylinder Ferrari 599 engine. As you drop into a colossal world, you’ll float 
from the grille to the burning heart of the engine where the power of Ferrari originates. This state-of-
the-art flume ride takes you through the giant pistons, inner chambers, maze of passageways and tight 
squeezes. Hang on as you splash past the churning cylinders and shoot down the differential of the 
engine towards the exhaust pipe, all orchestrated to the sounds of the muscular Ferrari engine.

4. Fiorano GT challenGe
The GT coasters are revving their engines and ready to race. Challenge your friends, jump into a 
Ferrari F430 Spider and may the best team win. Two competing GT coasters launch away from the 
starting line on twisting parallel tracks, based on real GT racecourses around the world. As you 
reach speeds of 95km/h, watch out for the hairpin turns then tear ahead through the straight-
aways. Feel the thrill and Gs of a real race as you out-maneuver and pass the other GT coaster cars. 
The competition is steep, so it’s anybody’s race in a flat out sprint to the finish.

5. scuderia challenGe
Experience the ultimate state-of-the-art racing simulators. If you’ve ever dreamed of challenging the 
professionals behind the wheel, this is your chance. Race a variety of Ferraris solo or with a group on the 
virtual Yas Marina Circuit. Similar to the simulators used by the Scuderia drivers, Scuderia Challenge offers 
a level of realism far beyond an arcade game, with a full body immersion into the racing experience. 

6. speed oF maGic
Follow the adventures of a young boy as he travels through 4-D fantasy dreamscapes and go where no 
Ferrari has gone before. In one of the world’s most sophisticated simulators you’ll fly along crumbling 
cliffs, into the heart of the jungle, through ice caves, volcanos and to the bottom of the ocean, all in pursuit 
of ‘Nello’– a mischievous little driver from another world. Real-life extremes in temperature, moisture, 
light and movement bring the adventure to life. With a little Ferrari magic, there are no rules and no 
limits. So let your imagination race with light-hearted thrills for the whole family. 

7. Bell’iTalia
Enjoy a refreshing change of speed as you explore a miniature Italy, from her historic cityscapes, to 
famous landmarks and racing venues. Tour the picturesque Portofino and Amalfi Coast, the Monza 
racetrack, the Colosseum di Roma, Venice and of course, Maranello. Wander cobbled footpaths 
and elevated walkways or take a leisurely drive in a small-scale Ferrari 250 California, circa 1958. 
Attention has been given to every detail, down to the texture of the rocks in the miniature Alps 
as well as plants and grasses native to the Italian countryside. Take your time, as the sights and 
sounds of Italy float in the air. 

8. carousel
Not everyone can have that rare glimpse of future Ferrari prototypes, much less ride them. This is Ferrari’s 
version of the traditional family-friendly carousel, featuring various Ferrari concept cars based on the winning 
designs from a Ferrari student contest. Their mission? To dream up what the next generation of Ferrari cars 
may look like. Your mission? Hop on, take the future of Ferrari for a spin and enjoy the ride towards tomorrow. 

9. Junior GT
The driving school for children is the first component of the Ferrari Driving School. Aspiring Gran 
Tourismo Pilotas receive instruction from trained experts before getting behind the wheel of a scaled-
down 430 GT Spider. On the road, Junior Pilotas learn how to keep it safe while still enjoying the fun of 
driving their very first Ferrari. It’s your turn to navigate stoplights, road signs and hug the roundabouts 
like a professional. Junior Pilotas, start your GT engines. 

10. Junior Grand prix
The racing school for children is the second component of the Ferrari Driving School. Aspiring F1™ Pilotas 
receive instruction from the trained experts before getting behind the wheel. Piloting a scaled-down 
Ferrari F1™ racer, Junior Pilotas hone their racing skills along a challenging course of hairpin turns, 
tunnels and straight-aways. Hugging the track like a real Formula One driver, they’ll live the dream that 
many long for their entire life. Junior Pilotas, start your engines for a taste of a Grand Prix just your size.

11. Junior TraininG camp
Every little racer loves to play, no matter how old you are. The Junior Training Camp is an experience for 
the whole family. Play in the waterless carwash, become a custom  ‘constructor’, climb the grandstand, 
pilot remote cars, peddle your own Ferrari and play with an F1™ car, made entirely of safe, kid-friendly 
foam. Safety’s a priority throughout the Training Camp.

ATTRACTIONS
12. made in maranello
You’re the VIP, crossing the gates in Maranello and into a tour of the historic Ferrari factory, a 
privilege previously only enjoyed by Ferrari owners. Now you can finally see exactly how a Ferrari 
is born. Take a seat and ride through the intricate steps and high level craftsmanship that goes into 
making one of the world’s most prestigious cars, the Ferrari GT. Follow the entire process from the 
early design stages to the machining of engine parts, painting, final hand assembly and testing on 
Ferrari’s Fiorano Circuit. 

13. The piT Wall
It’s your turn to call the shots as the Scuderia Ferrari team prepares for the upcoming race. In a 
live, informative and interactive theatre experience, you get to test your strategic racing skills. A 
Ferrari host introduces you to the team and helps guide you along the way. As you study the track 
and conditions, evaluate your car and driver; you’ll face a variety of situations which only your 
Scuderia Ferrari knowledge will help you tackle. See if you have the strategic Grand Prix mind to 
handle tight calls and the unexpected. 

VIP

14. paddock 
It’s race day, and you have the exclusive Paddock passes to go behind the scenes of a Grand Prix. 
From the Ferrari team technical trailers to the motorhome, it’s your turn to join the crew. Explore 
the garage where you can find the real Ferrari F1™ cars, or get involved in the action; visit the Pit 
Stop to see how fast you can change a tire using real Ferrari tools. Listen in on the strategy debate 
and see how the race is managed. Take in the buzz and excitement of the entire scene, all with the 
ebb and flow of the F1™ engines roaring around the track, not too far away. 

15. cinema maranello
Long before the Ferrari factory was built and well before Formula 1™, there was a young man 
named Enzo who loved ‘the race’. When you enter this grand Italian theatre you’ll step back into 
the 1920s to experience the glamour and brute strength of the old Italian road race in ‘Coppa di 
Sicilia’, a film produced exclusively for Cinema Maranello. Breathe in the fresh mountain air, hear 
the gears grind and the gravel scatter as the classic racecars and their drivers face their own fear. 
It all began in Enzo’s determined young heart, chasing a dream – to be the fastest.

17. driVinG WiTh The champion
Have you ever dreamed of sitting shotgun with a racing champion? In this motion based 
simulator, a young engineer gets to do just that, and you’ll be right there with him in this 
cinematic simulation. Step from the GT to the F1™, lean into the corners on the Fiorano track and 
the streets around Maranello. It isn’t every day you get to drive with one of the legends.

18. Galleria Ferrari
Get up close and personal with the ultimate display of Ferrari cars, hailing from Maranello and 
top collectors from around the world. Wander from 1947 to the present. You can even meet the 
visionaries, drivers, engineers and artists themselves. It’s an audio-visual dialogue between 
modern design, interactive technology and history. It’s a chance to understand a love story that 
started with Enzo Ferrari and endures today.

19. The racinG leGends
The story begins in the 1950’s at the first grueling Italian road rallies, to the Scuderia team’s most 
recent world championships. Surrounded by the sights and sounds, the multi-media ride will 
shoot you into the heat of the action. You’ll witness Ferrari’s legendary racing moments, from the 
‘Thousand Miles’ of Mille Miglia to Ascari and Nurburgring, Le Mans, The Sharknose, the 1-2-3 
finish at Daytona, the period of Lauda, Scheckter, Villeneuve and the Schumacher era. Even the 
most knowledgeable race fans will see Ferrari’s history in a new light. It’s one thing to know the 
stories of the legend. It’s another thing to step back in time and live it.

DININg ExpERIENCE
A range of concept restaurants and cafés invite you into the true Italian dining experience, with culinary 
creations that combine classic Italian street foods with contemporary flair. Two of Ferrari World’s 
restaurants have profound significance in Ferrari’s history: Mamma Rossella, an extension to the famous 
family restaurant in Maranello where Ferrari drivers and management members enjoy exquisite meals 
each day, and Cavallino, the first restaurant to open next to the Ferrari factory back in the 1940’s, where 
Enzo Ferrari was a frequent diner.

ShOppINg ExpERIENCE
It’s your turn to enjoy a unique shopping experience at Ferrari World Abu Dhabi with all the eye-catching 
merchandise and stunning memorabilia displayed at several retail points inside the park. Highlights 
include the largest Ferrari Store in the world and a unique Ferrari boutique where guests can create their 
personalized souvenirs at innovative interactive zones.

FronT coVer
Back coVer

IT’S 
YOUR 
TURN

Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, the world’s first Ferrari 
theme park and largest attraction of its kind, it is 
a must-visit for fans, thrill-seekers and families. 
It’s your turn to step into a world where the 
Ferrari passion, excellence, performance and 
technical innovation come to life. 

The park hosts more than 20 unique rides and 
attractions for visitors of all ages and interests, 
in addition to a wide variety of Italian delicacies 
and unique shopping experiences.

   
  

OpENINg hOURS
sunday 12:00 22:00
monday closed closed
Tuesday 12:00 22:00
Wednesday 12:00 22:00
Thursday 12:00 00:00
Friday 12:00 00:00
saTurday 12:00 00:00

TICkET pRICES
aBoVe 1.5m BeloW 1.5m

General admission AED 225 AED 165
premium admission AED 375 AED 270
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